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Don’t miss...
BONFIRE FUN POPPY PARTY
PHOTO: CHRIS VINCENT

Saturday 6 November 2010
Snitterfield Sports Club
Fireworks, Pig Roast,
Barbecue, Bar & Toffee Apples
Gates open at 5.30 pm
Come and support this
successful event entering its
4th year. All profits go
towards the new development
at The Sports Club

Saturday 13 November 2010
Snitterfield Village Hall
7.30 for 8.00 pm
Supper, Bar & Music
Tickets £15 per person
Contact Helen Hayter
07876442726

Email: hayterbramley@aol.com
All proceeds to be donated to
The Royal British Legion

The rural cinema has returned to Snitterfield
for a season of good quality films in a friendly,
relaxed atmosphere at 7pm in the village hall.
Tickets are available on the door and prices are:
Under 12s £3, Over 12s and Adult £4, and Family
ticket (4 covers) £10.
Dates for films this year will be Sunday
21 November and Sunday 19 December but as
yet the films are to be confirmed. If you would
like to be kept up to date with the film requests
and choices please contact Hilary SchmidtHansen (Tel: 01789 731246 or email hilary@
thegables.spacomputers.com) Information is also
available at www.snitterfield.com

News from Helen Hayter, District Councillor
The past few months have been
an enjoyable time filled with
training programmes and a
considerable amount of work
since I was elected in May to
the District Council.
I have found that
‘communication’ is the key to
most of the work I have been
doing. Regularly receiving
emails and telephone calls
from residents in each of the five parishes that I represent, I can
utilise the District Council’s online system and attend meetings to
research and plan responses.
Residents now have several lines of communication open to them
for contact and to discuss local issues:

• County Councillor: Richard Hobbs
 Cllrhobbs@warwickshire.gov.uk ☎ 730331
• District Councillor: Helen Hayter
 Helen.Hayter@stratford-dc.gov.uk ☎ 731388
• Snitterfield Parish Council meet 2nd Monday of every month in
the back room of the Village Hall at 7.30 pm.

• Community Forum: The next meeting for our residents’ area will
be at Wootton Wawen Village Hall, Thursday 16 December:
7pm Surgery, 7.30pm Forum.
These are County and District led public meetings to engage
the public in council business. Warwickshire Police promote
‘Safer Neighbourhoods’ through the Community forums and
their teams hold a surgery prior to the forum.

Planning
There are several important planning issues locally; The Foxhunter
(10/01906/FUL), The Gliding Club (10/01059/VARY), The Armouries
(09/02474/FUL).
All these applications are currently under consideration and I
have indicated the planning reference numbers should you wish
to view them at www.stratford.gov.uk.
The Affordable Housing scheme has yet to submit its application.

Flooding
I am currently holding discussions with the Parish Council, Dave
Tiley (SDC Flood Prevention Officer) and Robert Weeks (Head of
Environment Services). It is imperative that the funding for the
work on constructing the ‘holding ponds’ is forthcoming soon.
I am investigating how our needs compare with other areas in
the district that have been funded already, and will update you.
It is my opinion that we are ‘high priority’ and I am looking at an
‘evidence based approach’ to our requirements.

Housing
The Council will be studying the Local Parish Plans to formulate
the new District plan for housing need.

Community Links

www.stratford.gov.uk/transport/community-links.cfm
This site gives details of specialised transport links for people
from our village who can book special local trips in advance.

Please don’t hesitate to contact me by email for further information
about any of these issues, or telephone if you do not have internet
access.
☎ 01789 731388 or 07876442726

Know Your Rights. Advice from Warwickshire County Council
Trading Standards Service
This is a particularly busy time for rogue traders and Trading Standards,
together with the Police have been cracking down on them with special
intelligence led operations. Whether it’s tarmacing your drive or building
work, rogue traders use all types of tricks and intimidation to get
householders to pay high prices for poor workmanship or in some cases
no work at all.

Snitterfield Actioning Climate Change
has won the Low Carbon Communities
Award 2010 for the West Midlands. In June
three representatives from SACC (Vikki
and Duncan Parker and Mary Bessey)
attended a reception at Millennium Place
in Birmingham and collected the award.
As a result we were invited to exhibit at
Millennium Point on 9 September in the
presence of Prince Charles at the START
event. START is the Prince’s Charities
foundation to promote and celebrate
sustainable living.
Prince Charles visited our stand and joked
that he loved the name ‘Snitterfield’. After
some discussion about what SACC does
he told us to never take no for an answer!
Later in the day he made a heartfelt
speech which began “let’s be clear that
if we are going to have much of a future
at all on this planet we do need to start
doing things differently. Not just a bit
differently, or differently when we feel
like it, but very differently, all the time.”

Here are some of their tricks that you should avoid:
• Pretending to be from the local council, offering to tarmac your
driveway using materials they falsely claim are ‘left over’
• Claiming they are working on a neighbour’s property in order to
give you a false sense of ‘trustworthiness’
• Making up problems which don’t exist in hard to reach places
e.g. the roof
• Using false names and addresses and untraceable mobile phone
numbers
• Starting work straightaway to prevent you from changing your mind
and not giving cancellation rights which they are obliged to by law
To avoid becoming a rogue trader victim, never agree to work being
done by the first person who comes to your home and don’t be rushed
into making a decision on the doorstep. If you need work doing, seek
recommendations from trustworthy local traders.

To report a suspected rogue trader contact Consumer Direct
on 08454 04 05 06.

2 April 1911
This date, almost 100 years ago, was the day the
Census for England and Wales was completed.

Although it is normal for the information to stay under
wraps for 100 years, a loophole has meant that the 1911
returns have been made available early. I have downloaded
the whole of the Census for Snitterfield and in the next
SNIPE I propose to publish an article outlining some of the
highlights. It really is a window on another age, showing
the age, family details and occupations of all the residents.

For more information about the event visit
SACC’s revamped and updated website
www.snitterfieldacc.org

In the meantime if you would like to see the information
I have please do get in touch with me.

Bob Foster Tel 01789 731118.
Email bobandlizfoster@btinternet.com

St James’ Restoration Appeal

On 24 September 1989 there was a terrible accident
on the brow of Borden Hill, Stratford. A youth in a
powerful car overtook a van and drove into a car
containing Ann and Desmond Clifton and their dog.
All were killed.

Congratulations!
We have raised the £35,000
required to obtain the English
Heritage Grant of £59,000
and, in addition, we have
raised £15,000 which will be
used for other repair works
and the required Maintenance
Programme.

Later, the funeral was held for Ann and Desmond
at St James the Great, Snitterfield. The church was
packed and many folk stood in the porch.
Sadly there was no obituary. I knew Ann and Des
and I would like to remedy this, as they were my
neighbours.

This is a tremendous
achievement and I’d like to
thank everyone in the Village
who has contributed, often very
generously, and all members of the Organising Committee who
have worked so well together.

Ann, Des and family came to Lodge Farm in 1963
from Great Tew, famous for its picturesque cottages.
Des was a tractor driver for Clyde Higgs farm. Then
he took over the Lodge Farm herd when I was
managing five herds. Des was a good colleague.
In the village he was popular and a bell ringer at
St James’s. Ann too was well liked and a helpful
neighbour to some of the old folk.

The Community Fund-Raising Events have not only enabled us to
raise money but have also greatly contributed to the community
spirit within the Village.
We hope to have sorted out ‘red tape’ for building to start
before Christmas.

Ann planted this tree in 1983; a fitting memorial,
together with the family’s tombstone in the
cemetery, to two fine neighbours I’ll never forget.

John Fitchford, Chairman of Restoration Committee

Bill Collett, Church Road
a trip in to the cold vacuum with
high radiation levels of space
and returned to earth where they
continued to live their lives as if
nothing had happened!
Since 2010 is Biodiversity Year I thought
we could discuss some of the animal
groups with the most species.

The Tardigrade, found on lichens and mosses, can
survive being sent into outer space and back

REAL TWITTER –
Small But Beautiful!
The nights are getting colder and autumn is
here. At the end of the summer we have the
largest populations of insects and other small
invertebrates of the year. These small creatures
are just as easy to observe as birds and they are
as beautiful as they are important.
The Tardigrade (above) is only about 1mm
long but it must be the toughest animal in
the world. It has eight legs so it is clearly
not an insect (which have only six legs).
While scientists knew they could survive
extreme temperatures of -273°C and +151°C
as well as toxic chemicals and droughts,
they have now been tested in outer
space. One third of the animals survived

Holly Blue

Large Yellow Underwing Moth

Insects represent more than 90% of more
than a million animal species in the world.
Beetles represent at least one third of all
the world’s insects and there are more than
3,700 beetle species in the UK alone.
Many of us may see every insect as a
nuisance that will bite us or eat our garden
plants, but the truth is that they are
extremely valuable to the world economy
and ecosystems. Insect pollination has, for
example, been estimated to be worth £20
- £50bn annually to the world economy!
Even if some do eat plants in our gardens
it is doubtful that they would do serious
damage. Instead of spraying our plants
with pesticides we may consider putting
up bird and bat boxes to create a balance
to the insect populations.
Honey Bees are fast reducing in numbers
so the Government is investing £10 million
in research to see how the trend can be
reversed. Different diseases are suspected

Small Copper

Swallowtailed Moth

as the main cause. We
should appreciate that it
takes millions of return
trips to the bee hive to
make one jar of honey.
Bumble Bees are in a
vicious cycle of decline
together with the
wildflowers that they
pollinate. One estimate
is that the UK has lost
Three-banded White98% of its wildflowers
tailed Bumblebee
in the last six years.
A very good reason to plant more (British)
flowers in your garden.
We can all appreciate the beauty of
Butterflies and Moths, but did you know
that the minute scales on the wings are
colourless? The fantastic colours and
patterns are created by light reflecting off
the differently shaped scales. Below are
just a few species of moths and butterflies
you may have seen in gardens this
summer.
It can be difficult to find handbooks to
identify the small creatures, I used the
excellent website www.ispot.org.uk to get
help with identification of some of the
pictures you see here. Enjoy autumn!

Claes Mårtenson claber57@btinternet.com

Tortoiseshell

Comma

News from Snitterfield
School

Snitterfield School Garden Club
Over the summer term the plants that the school garden club planted have
been growing well and on our return to school for the autumn term we
were able to have great fun harvesting our potatoes; beans; carrots (which
were very strange shapes!); tomatoes, courgette and lettuce. Mrs. Curtis,
the school cook has been having even more fun creating crudities and
other delicious food from our harvest.

Ella, Ella and Is
abelle with som
e of

the harvest

Morrisons vouchers: The school has
signed up for the Morrisons Lets Grow Scheme
again this year. Last year we were able to purchase lots of equipment
and seeds for the school garden club and hope to be able to do the
same this year. If you or your family, friends or neighbours shop at
Morrisons please collect the vouchers and bring them into school
where we shall make good use of them. Thank you for your support.

eresting carrot!
Hannah with an int

Snitterfield School ECO Group
As part of the school Eco Group we are running a few recycling schemes
which we hope that our village community may like to support. Firstly we
will be running the BAG2SCHOOL scheme. If any readers are having an
autumn clear out of their drawers and wardrobes, Snitterfield School will
be having a collection of clothes, bedding, curtains, soft toys, shoes, belts
& handbags on 17 November. Bags can be brought to school before 9am
on the morning of 17 November for collection that morning. We do not
have space to store bags before this date so please only bring them in
that day. NO BRIC-A-BRAC PLEASE – JUST THE ITEMS LISTED. Thank you.
All clothing collected by Bag2School is sold, either sorted or un-sorted,
to importers and wholesalers in many countries of Eastern and Western
Europe, Africa and Asia.
Regardless of whether clothes are given to charities, clothing banks,
council collections or Bag2School this is where the goods are all sold.
80% of discarded clothing goes for reuse as clothes and the other 20%
enters the recycling industry for bed manufacture, socks, blankets and the
industrial wiper trade. The only alternative to this is for the goods to go to
landfill sites.
As a nation we throw away about 1,500,000 tonnes a year of clothes of
which the textile industry handles around 300,000 tonnes. There are,
therefore, over 1,000,000 tonnes still going to landfill sites. Bag2School is
a good way to dispose of unwanted clothing, raise money for your school
and provide a supply of affordable clothing.

But we can help as we are now able to start collecting printer cartridges
through a company (Takeback Ltd) that recycle old cartridges to raise
money for schools. Snitterfield Actioning Climate Change (SACC) has
kindly donated a splendid box for this purpose. If you would like to
support this scheme please drop any used toner and inkjet cartridges for
printers, photocopiers and faxes into school - if possible in their original
packaging to prevent damage in transport.
If you would like to find out more about the scheme please look at
Takeback’s website: www.takeback.ltd.uk Unfortunately they do not take
EPSON cartridges but it is easy to send these back to Epson themselves
for reuse by contacting them via their website: www.epson.com/recycle
Takeback are also able to collect all mobile phones regardless of make
or model. There is no need to send the chargers with them but it is key
that they are received in as good as condition as possible.

Recycling old cds and dvds

Recycling printer cartridges and mobile ‘phones

Another scheme that Snitterfield Primary school has signed up to is the
recycling of old CDs and DVDs through a company called Music Magpie.
We shall be collecting old CDs and DVDs that have their original notes
and sleeves as well as a bar code on the reverse. It does not matter if
they are scratched but it is essential that they are in their covers with
the bar code. Unfortunately we can’t take CDs or DVDs that have been
given free in newspapers or magazines as these do not have a bar code.
Again, if you are interested in passing on any unwanted CDs or DVDs
please drop them into school.

Every year over 500 million empty toner and inkjet cartridges go to landfill.

Thank you for your help with all of our recycling schemes.

For all the latest school information go to

www.snitterfieldschool.ik.org

Riding High!
Rhett and Jilly Bird of Ashcroft Stud on The Green have
been achieving spectacular successes in the dressage
ring. Recently seen competing in free-style to music at
The Horse of the Year Show, they were one of only five
competitors to have been chosen to promote British
Dressage world-wide.
Pictured here is Rhett, winning at the 2009 National
Championships, riding Cascade (below), and Reserve
Champion at the 2010 National Championships (right).
Rhett and Jilly have kindly
offered Snitterfield residents
the chance of visiting the
stables (mornings only) for
coffee and to watch future
Olympic competition horses
being trained, but please call
beforehand to check if it is
convenient on 01789 730222.

Snitterfield Garden Club news
We recently held our seventeenth AGM followed by the Produce Show. Last year over a
hundred members have enjoyed a year of excellent, entertaining and informative speakers,
and ventured on outings to Highgrove, Abbey House Garden and Oxford Botanical Gardens.
Produce Show (see pics right). Winners include:
Vic Rawlings Cup for Best Rose in Show - Agnes Prentice
Richard Bloxham Cup for Best Collection of Five Vegetables - Ken Chatland
Overall Winner In Produce Show - Agnes Prentice
Overall Winner in Photography Classes - Gillian Waldron
Chairman’s Trowel for the most innovative entry in Children’s Section - Eugenia Bessey
Events 2010:
2 November - Richard Fishbourne, ‘Wigglywigglers’ - Gardening for Wildlife
7 December - Christmas Event, Timothy Walker, In the not so Bleak MidWinter
Events 2011: Plant Photography, Vegetables in the Garden - Val Bourne, Gravel Gardening,
Romans and Roses - James Bolton, Willow Weaving (also workshops) visits to Lord and
Lady Heseltine’s Garden at Thenfold House, Sir Roy Strong’s Garden in Herefordshire.
Meetings are held in Village Hall first Tuesday of the month at 8pm. Membership is only
£10 per year. Chairman Margaret Tweed 731636. Secretary Joyce Bothwell 01527 529078.
Local students, mostly from Snitterfield and including
some of their friends from the surrounding district, pick
the fruit as it ripens. This summer there were 42 students
working part-time and although the work can be hard
all enjoyed the experience. The students learn how to
work together as a team to deliver quality and customer
service, a valuable lesson for whatever their future
employment will be.
The farm is always keen to consider students from
Snitterfield for summer work and recommend all
applicants view the internet site www.direct.gov.uk before
applying to work with any business. Both students and
their guardians will find information on:
• Working hours and young workers
• Employment rights for young people
• Child employment (Parents section)

Happy pickings in Summer 2010
Bramley Orchard Farm on Kings Lane once again enjoyed a good harvest
of soft fruit. Up to 300 punnets of strawberries were picked each day for
immediate delivery to local outlets within a 10 mile radius.

• Pay and Work rights helpline
There are also online links to show how to create a CV
and other useful information.
Contact Helen Hayter ☎ 01789 731388 or 07876442726

Jenny and Andy Skinner
lived at Church Road
from 1993 to 2003.
Then they decided to
move… to the Greek
island of Lefkas…
and to the village of
Katohori. Here they
tell us how village life
abroad compares to
Snitterfield.

A Village in
Greece ‘Ola Kala’
What parts of your life in Greece are the most different from life here?
Well the biggest difference (other than the weather being generally
warmer) is our neighbours (some of whom are widows who wear the
traditional black outfits) speak only Greek… so it helps to be able to
converse at a basic level, even if only to say ‘how are you?’. The word
‘kala’ is very useful as it is multi-functional; it can be posed as a question
‘are you okay?’, or a reply ‘I am well’ and for ‘all is well’ (just put the
word ‘ola’ in front)! Of course when people die this is not a good word
to use, and as we live next to the funeral church/cemetery it needs to
be avoided on days when there is a fresh hole in the ground… as Jenny
discovered in our early days here! Fortunately we soon learned that
funerals are remarkably jolly occasions; all turn up in their casuals and
see it as a good day out; pity about old Dimitris or Spiros... but what can
we do! Life begins and ends. The only problem is the locals descend in
droves, do a lot of shouting, leave their rubbish about and block the road
to our house.
Life also begins and ends regularly for goats, lambs and chickens, kept
nearby and often slaughtered at the local taverna. Easter is the big
celebration here, but the joy is not shared by the lambs who make up the
traditional fayre, usually cooked outside on a spit.
Other ‘challenges’ come from the supply of water and electricity. These
can be irregular, and as we rely on a pump to get the water to our house,
the loss of electricity also means no water.
The roads leave a lot to be desired in places too (but then maybe that is
no different from England). Last year Jenny slipped and broke her elbow.
The Greek health service worked very well for us. Although the design and
architecture of hospital buildings is not exactly appealing, the medical
care is of a high standard and treatment quick and responsive. Sorting
out the paperwork is another story; Greek bureaucracy is as famous here
as Aristotle Onassis, whose island Skorpios is nearby.

What is similar?
The bells still ring on a Sunday and indeed on many other days; the
village has four churches! The Greek Orthodox equivalent to the vicar is
called the ‘Papa’; you know when he is about because he does a lot of
wailing from one of his workplaces. Greeks seem to like noise and to
ensure we all hear the services there are loudspeakers hanging from olive

SNITTERFIELD SPORTS CLUB
Later this Autumn the Sports Club will be starting work on the
new multi-sports court, it has been a long haul but
everything is now nearly in place.

NOW IS THE TIME to make your payments
for all those who have made pledges or wish to contribute.
Please make your donations to Snitterfield Sports Club,
Wolverton Road, Snitterfield. For more info call John on 01789
731731. Gift Aid forms are available from the club
If you have ever stood in it you will have cursed dog owners
who allow their dogs to foul the pavement. They are putting
other dog and cat owners and young children at risk.
Toxocara infections can cause an eye disease that can cause
blindness. Microscopic worms may cause inflammation and
formation of a scar on the retina. Each year more than 700 people
infected with Toxocara experience permanent partial loss of vision.
Disposal stations are sited round the village - please use them!

trees outside the churches. The bell tower is separate from the main body
of the church to prevent it falling on the congregation in an earthquake.
We also have a thriving village shop (also a café) as well as the taverna
and another separate ‘kafenion’ as it is known in Greece. Not bad, as we
only have about 100 inhabitants. These are the venues for village politics
and gossip ...so no difference there then! People are the same the world
over, good and bad. But these social places are rather male dominated.
The extended family plays an important role in life here. So while Dad
and Grandad are down the ‘kafenion’, Mother is home with the kids and
Grandmother.
When we shut our doors, life is also remarkably similar; we have our
pets; our dog Tilly (who is now 12) and our Greek cat Jasmine, and
British TV via satellite so we can watch all the cricket, soccer and news.
Sometimes we forget we are up a mountain in Greece. We even got
broadband recently.

What do you miss?
Friends and relatives, proper English beer on draught (Andy), the
occasional chinese takeaway or fish and chips (both) and Marks and
Spencer (Jenny).

What do you do with your time?
We have both found employment out here. Andy has done some estate
agency work, and Jenny looks after a couple of holiday villas. Andy also
plays guitar in a band, and both have appeared in pantomimes over
the last two winters raising money for charity, There is an active expat
community on the island.

How is the economic crisis affecting you?
As you will have heard on the news, ‘ola’ is definitely not ‘kala’ with
the Greek economy at present. It means life is getting more expensive,
particularly petrol and food.
We are intending to spend more time in the UK over the coming winter
2010/11. We would be very interested to discuss details with anyone who
may need a house-sitter, please contact maz@meadow-view.demon.co.uk.

Discovering Antiques with the WI
President, Judith Walker, welcomed not only our usual members for
this meeting, but also an overflowing hall of visitors. The attraction
was our speaker for the evening, David Barby, the antiques expert
and television personality, accompanied by his wife Janet. David`s
interest in antiques started when he was twelve. He qualified at the
early age of twenty-one to become a member of the Incorporated
Society of Valuers and Auctioneers. Later he joined Locke and
England in Leamington Spa and remained with them for 25 years
eventually becoming manager and partner. He stars in the television
programmes Bargain Hunt and Flog It in which his fellow experts
refer to him as “The Master”!
He certainly used his expertise
during an extremely witty and
entertaining talk. Many people
had brought items to be valued
and David gave an interesting
description and comment about all
of them. There were paintings such
as the little John Thor landscape,
a local artist from the mid 1800s,
which he valued at £800 to £1,200.
Also scenes of Naples which would
have been souvenir items for
people on the Grand Tour. There
were many ceramic items including teapots of varying value and
plates some of which dated from the early 20th Century when the
Japanese influence was strong. A Hornby train and tender with its
original box was valued at about £80 and a most unusual little
Japanese ivory carving called a netsuke. These were used at the end
of the drawstring on a leather purse worn by Japanese gentlemen.
There was an interesting mourning ring with a lock of the
departed`s hair dating from the Victorian period. One lady brought
along a very beautiful Lalique bowl which David valued at £800 and
he was then told she had six of them! David told us about all of
these and many more. At the end of the evening he was thanked by
Ann Farr and given a rousing ovation. The committee then served
tea and cakes.
Snitterfield Village Hall, 7.45pm, 2nd Wednesday of the month.

Fungus the Bogeyman
Here’s a question for you: What is the
difference between a toadstool and a
mushroom? I was asked this last week
while admiring a perfect crop of fungi
in a friend’s garden in Snitterfield and
was rather stumped, so I looked it up.
The simple answer is that a toadstool
has a cap and stem and you can’t eat
it and a mushroom has a cap and stem
and you can. There is obviously more
to this subject than meets the eye.
With the current fashion for foraging (which
of course isn’t new at all, our ancestors have been doing it for centuries
because they needed to) it is a lovely thought that we could collect
mushrooms dewy fresh from the fields around Snitterfield and fry them
up for breakfast. However, as I told my pal, who was all set to add them
to a casserole that night, the sad fact is that unless you have definitely
identified the fungi you are putting your health at serious risk. And
what makes things particularly tricky for foragers is that many edible
mushrooms are so similar to toxic varieties that only an expert can tell the
difference.
A cautionary tale which hit the
headlines a couple of years ago is
that of Nicholas Evans, author of the
best-selling Horse Whisperer, who went
for a stroll in the Scottish countryside
and filled a basket where he expected
to find yellow Chanterelles. What he
had actually picked was the Deadly
Webcap (shown here). He, his wife and
his brother- and sister-in-law shared
them for lunch, fried with a little parsley. Within three days, they were in
hospital, their kidneys being destroyed by the chemical orellanin. They
were lucky not to die and, two years on, three of them have no kidney
function and are on dialysis waiting for a transplant. Closer to home, my
farming pal David in Yorkshire ate a plate of what his wife thought were
field mushrooms from one of their paddocks. Now this family had been
picking mushrooms for years with no ill effects but this time she had
mistakenly taken the Yellow Stainer. Its similarity to Horse, Field and Wood

Over the
Garden
Wall

What grows in
the garden
So lovely and
rare (Romeo and Juliet)

Mushrooms make it the most common cause of mushroom poisoning in
Britain. It is no killer, but David had a few very uncomfortable days and
now tells all and sundry that his wife is trying to kill him (he is joking!).
David had oft quoted in his Yorkshire countryman way that ‘If it looks right
and smells right then it’s alright to eat’. I haven’t heard him say this lately.
Mushroom expert John Wright warns of such common folklore, which when
applied rigorously, will eventually lead you straight to Warwick Hospital:

‘It’s OK if you can peel the cap.’
It is easy to peel the skin of a Death Cap, which killed an Isle of Wight
resident in 2008.
‘If animals can eat it, then so can you.’
Slugs and rabbits can munch on a Death
Cap without ill effect.
‘No mushroom which grows on wood is
poisonous.’
… except for the Funeral Bell, the Sulphur
Tuft (left) and half a dozen others.
Despite all this, it would be a very
sad day if we simply didn’t dare to
forage for wild mushrooms. The secret is to do your homework, learn
how to identify a few, common edible species and how to tell them from
their poisonous doppelgangers. Get at least one really good field guide
(Mushrooms by Roger Phillips and Mushrooms: River Cottage Handbook no
1 by John Wright are excellent). Don’t just flick through the pictures until
you spot something that looks similar: there is a proper and safe process
for identifying fungi. This starts with looking at the habitat in which the
fungi is growing: field, forest, on timber etc. Then take a spore pattern by
cutting off the cap and placing it gills down on pale paper.
Next morning you will have a beautiful pattern of spores and their colour
will help identify or eliminate possibilities. Then study the fungus in detail
and compare it against the expert’s key to hopefully pin it down to a name
or at least a genus. Finally compare it with pictures and descriptions.
If you have the slightest doubt, leave it alone and simply enjoy spotting
the abundance of different fungi growing in the wild around our village.
If you would like to know more join Batsford Arboretum’s Fungi Foray in
November. It’s entertaining and educational and a
very good grounding to safe fungi foraging.

Sally Hopkinson

Probably my favourite part of the garden is the
wild flower patch. Initially it took some time
for my husband to warm to the idea. However,
twenty years ago, an area was left to grow
freely during the summer, mowing around
the perimeter to emphasise the feature. The
patch is scythed once at the end of September
followed immediately by a raking up of the
grass and flowers to prevent any nutrients
going into the soil. We relied on the natural
flora of Warwickshire and here in Snitterfield
have a rich diversity of species including the
yellow rattle, an annual root hemiparasite which
helps to control the grass. Self heal, cinquefoil,
ladies smock, meadow sweet, clover, hieraceum,
cowslips and meadow geranium grow prolifically
amongst a variety of grasses.

Imagine our delight after a few years when a spotted
orchid appeared. The following year there were four
more, then seven, thirteen and now well over two
hundred. This year to our amazement, a clump of broad
leaved helleborines stood proud alongside a further four
nearby. The added pleasure are the many visiting insects;
hoverflies, butterflies, dragonflies, bees and ladybirds.
The orchid seeds are harvested prior to the grass
scything. After the cut grass is raked up, it is usually
mowed once or twice before winter and the orchid seeds
are scattered. Heritage daffodils, pheasant eye narcissus,
alliums and camassias have been planted to naturalise.
Have a go, it works even with just a small patch and
gives enormous interest and pleasure.

Margaret Tweed

Snitterfield Village Fete 2010

Once again the Fete this year was a great success,
despite the credit crunch! There was a Medieval
theme and the weather was warm and dry – and
from the feedback we have had everyone enjoyed it
very much, particularly the new layout.
Apparently, however, there were a few grumbles
from people who felt that they should be able to
come into the Fete for free. The committee would
like to point out that it costs a great deal to run
the Fete. Attractions have to be paid for, we have
insurances and license fees to pay too as well as
some of the marquee hire. This money has to be
recouped and put aside for the following year’s fete
before we start to make any profits to distribute.
Last year we were able to make donations to
several village projects including:
Snitterfield Actioning Climate Change were given
£150 towards printing costs of the literature.

Rag-Tag Toddlers Group was given £200 for new
playmats to replace the old ones and which are
also used at the rural cinema shows each month.
Snitterfield School was given £200 towards the
costs of a great Cultural Experience with an artist
and musician who will work with the pupils
exploring Indian and African art science and music.
The Village Hall was given £500 towards the
costs of essential Smoke Detector and Fire Alarm
equipment.
The Thursday Club received £500 towards a Summer
Outing.
St James The Great Church received £200 towards
the ongoing fundraising to help the restoration
fund.
Parish Council received £400 to replace the
damaged village bench on the green island outside
the shop.

“We would like to thank all our customers for your continued support.” Lee and Gaye Hillier have
recently opened a new butchers shop and delicatessen, ‘Hilliers Butchers’ at Brookside Road, on the
outskirts of Stratford (just off the Alcester Road). Thanks to the staff, they are confident Snitterfield
Stores will continue to trade as normal, although Lee will be needing to spend much of his time
over the next few months at the Brookside Road Shop. If you need to contact either Lee or Gaye
telephone: Snitterfield Stores 01789 730007 or Hilliers Butchers 01789 263668.

Available for hire

SNITTERFIELD
Village Hall
Situated in the heart of the village, the hall is the
ideal place to hold meetings, events, parties
and family gatherings.
The facilities include: main hall, meeting room,
kitchen, toilets, electric piano, stage and microphone.

For more information, rates and booking
please telephone
07501 416221

Rag-Tag Toddler Group
We meet each Monday morning in the village hall
from 10 to 11.45am. We are a friendly group of
parents and carers and have a great selection of
toys for children from birth up to three to four years.
We are also fortunate enough to hold a Health
Visitor drop-in clinic once a month.

If you live in Snitterfield or its surrounding area and
have a local project which needs funding or have an
idea which would benefit the village and would like
the Fete Committee to allocate some funds this year
please let us know. The deadline for applications
will be early November 2010.
Gaye and I would like to say a huge Thank-you to
everyone who helped out before, during and after
the Fete and particularly musician Richard Norris
who gave his time free and to the Committee
members who attend all the planning meetings,
without whom the Fete simply could not happen.
As always we thank you for your support and we
hope you’ll come back next year. Please contact
Nicola Matthews on 731891 or Gaye Hillier on
730372 for a 2011 application form.
Nicola Matthews

Snitterfield resident for more than 25 years,
hair stylist Luke Busby, has recently opened
‘The Little Barber Shop’ in Stratford. Luke’s
shop is in The Courtyard Antiques Centre in
Ely Street and is open 10am-5pm Tuesday to
Saturday.

Pilates
* Perfect post & pre natal exercise
* Assists with back & joint problems
* Helps to flatten the tummy
* Strengthens and tones the whole body
* Improves posture
* Suitable for all ages and abilities

The dates for the next health visitor clinics are:

Wednesday:
9.30 - 10.30am
Norton Lindsey
Village Hall

Monday 18th October
Monday 22nd November
Monday 13th December

Thursday:
6-7pm Snitterfield
Village HAll

Monday 24th January 2011
Please come along and meet us, or for more
information please contact
Hilary Schmidt-Hansen. Tel: 731246.

£5 per class
Contact Caroline ☎ 07809 285193
caroline-fitness@hotmail.co.uk
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